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Key points

- Even though women in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) are undoubtedly marginalized in formal political life, they are not completely absent from the political arena.
- Congolese women are involved in the exercise of local public authority in a variety of ways.
- While women’s organizations are important for promoting peace, the effects of women’s involvement in governance have not been unequivocally positive in terms of peace and stability.
- Women’s participation in the political arena should be encouraged.
- In the absence of other, more substantial reforms, the mere inclusion of women does not guarantee the transformation of institutions as a whole or their modes of governing.

Introduction

The DRC has a bad reputation when it comes to gender equality and respect for women’s rights. Until now, the donor community and international media have mostly been focusing on sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV) in the eastern part of the country, which has suffered from two decades of armed conflict. In 2010, a speech by the then United Nations (UN) Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict, Margot Wallström, included a reference to the eastern Congo as ‘the rape capital of the world’. Although the problem of SGBV is indeed a very serious one, this briefing focuses on another gender issue that has so far received only scant attention, namely, the issue of women’s participation in local governance and the exercise of public authority.

In particular, it warns against the persistent tendency to adopt an instrumentalist approach towards women’s participation in politics, or the tendency to justify the promotion of gender equality in the political domain on the grounds that the inclusion of more women will lead to more peace, stability and good governance. This approach is premised on gender stereotypes according to which women in powerful positions are more likely to act as peacemakers and incorruptible leaders than men. This briefing challenges these assumptions by describing some of the less well-known—and in certain respects also less positive—aspects of women’s involvement in the exercise of local public authority, paying particular attention to conflict-affected areas in the eastern DRC. The briefing ends by arguing for a rights-based approach, according to which women have an inherent right to take part in governance, regardless of their contribution to the achievement of good governance objectives.

Local public authority and gender

Under colonial rule, the Belgian Congo was divided into two administrative spheres. First, the sphere of modern civil legislation and bureaucracy reserved to Europeans. And second, the traditional sphere
of customary law and rule under state-appointed customary authorities.5

The practice of local governance chiefs remained in place after the country gained independence in 1960. As a result, the mwami (customary chief) is the pivot of the lower echelons of the administrative framework in most, although not all, rural areas.6 Chiefs not only head their chieftaincy in matters of government and administration, they also play an important role in the distribution of land for farming, mediate in local conflicts and perform certain spiritual and ceremonial tasks.7

Women’s involvement in customary systems of governance tends to be relatively limited, especially when it comes to leadership positions, even though women do act as customary chiefs in some areas. Moreover, they rarely have a decisive voice in crucial issues such as succession to chieftship although in some communities, the wife of the customary chief plays a behind-the-scenes role.8 It would be inaccurate to assume, however, that women do not have any power or influence at all in the customary sphere.

The case of the chiefdom of Luhwindja in South Kivu fittingly illustrates this. In December 2000, after the death of her husband mwami Philémon Naluhwindja, Espérance M’Baharanyi started to play an increasingly prominent role in the governance of the chiefdom, culminating in her appointment as customary chief in 2005. M’Baharanyi maintains close ties to the Canadian mining company Banro, a relationship that benefits both parties. Banro used it as an opportunity to strengthen its grip on the gold concession in Luhwindja and promote wider acceptance of its activities among the local population, while M’Baharanyi, too, has not hesitated to use this relationship to further her own interests.9

Although exceptional in terms of how much influence she wields, the example of M’Baharanyi is not unique. In other chiefdoms, women—often relatives of the chief—have been observed to fulfil a variety of more or less formal political and economic functions such as tax farming, or collecting taxes on behalf of the chief. Thus, while often barely visible and heavily circumscribed, women can and do exercise a certain influence in the customary sphere.

Conflict and gender

The role of women in conflict is another domain where misguided assumptions and misconceptions dominate. Contrary to what is often believed, women’s roles in the Congo’s violent conflicts are not invariably passive. Moreover, their involvement in the exercise of public authority in conflict-affected areas has not always led to peace and stability. During the Second Congo War, for example, several high-profile women were heavily involved in the militarized commercial networks that controlled much of the country. A notorious case is that of Aziza Kulsum Gulamali, alleged to be involved in the trafficking of arms and natural resources, and the arming and financing of a Burundian rebel group. In November 2000, the rebel movement Rassemblement congolais pour la démocratie (RCD, Congolese Rally for Democracy) decided to grant a company headed by Gulamali a monopoly on the purchase and sale of coltan. When coltan prices dropped and other traders started to resist Gulamali, her dominant position in the mineral trade was dismantled.10

The case of Gulamali demonstrates two things. Firstly, that women have been involved in various forms of rebel governance during the Congo Wars. And, secondly, that female members of the Congolese economic elite have been able to establish themselves as important businesspeople capable of building up wealth and networks using their political and business acumen.

Besides being implicated in rebel governance as civilian ‘big women’,11 a few women have also played important roles in the military branches of rebel groups. One example is Cynthia Wabelindile, the widow of the leader of one of the Raia Mutomboki factions in Shabunda, Kindo Sisawa Byangozi, who was killed by the Congolese army in September 2014. After his death, Wabelindile took over the leadership of the group and oversaw the illegal exploitation of gold on the Ulindi River before surrendering to the local authorities in Shabunda in September 2015.12

Women also serve as officers in the government forces, the Forces armées de la République démocratique du Congo (FARDC, Armed Forces of the Democratic Republic of the Congo). Most women who manage to obtain a senior position in the FARDC, however, are merely given administrative responsibilities and are stationed in urban areas. Similarly, lower
rank female military personnel are mostly active in administration roles, or in the fields of medical care, intelligence and logistics. Only a few are involved in combat operations. In addition to involvement in armed conflict, women are also implicated in—and sometimes even at the heart of—different types of social conflict. Sometimes their governance practices provoke resistance. In Kisengo for example, a locality situated in the northern part of the newly created Tanganyika province in the territory of Nyunzu, the coltan boom has led to the site’s transformation from a small village into a fast growing urban centre. The boom has also reinforced the presence of military and non-military state institutions, all vying for access to mining revenues. Kisengo’s customary chief and his relatives are part of the authorities who have managed to gain access to revenues from the mining business. One of them, Faila, is responsible for collecting taxes and in charge of the local branch of the province’s Ministry of Gender, Family and Children. However, Faila’s rise to prominence in Kisengo has been met with resistance. One of her strongest opponents is another ‘big woman’, Mariette, whose power derives from her success in the local artisanal mining business. Mariette is the president of a group of women assisting artisanal miners with drying and cleaning minerals. In 2012, Mariette’s leadership role was formalized when the Lubumbashi-based mining company Mining Mineral Resources set up operations in Kisengo and appointed her as the manager of this women’s group. She started acting as its spokesperson, defending the women’s rights and communicating their complaints to state officials overseeing the artisanal mining sector in Kisengo. In the process, Mariette developed a close relationship with several public servants, especially within the local branch of the Congolese Mining Division. Eventually, a major dispute erupted between Faila and Mariette, with both women claiming the right to collect taxes on behalf of the local authorities. The conflict in Kisengo shows that rather than being naturally peaceful—as exhortations to include women sometimes assume—women can also be responsible for conflict. Furthermore, when in positions of public authority, they may well display similar behaviour to their male counterparts in the pursuit of their interests, which can lead to abuses of power.

Improving women’s involvement in the exercise of public authority

The instrumentalist approach to women’s involvement in the political domain became dominant in the wake of two influential studies published in 2001, which argued that countries with higher levels of women in politics and the labour force tend to have lower levels of corruption. This view was echoed in the World Bank report Engendering Development, published in the same year, which pointed out that women ‘could be an effective force for good government and business trust’. In the subsequent years, more and more international development agencies and aid donors started pushing for the inclusion of women in politics and public institutions in aid recipient countries, in the hope that this would lead to a breakthrough in the fight against corruption and the promotion of good governance.

Recent years have witnessed a remarkable shift in the views of both scholars and policymakers. While the research community has been questioning the relationship between gender and corruption for some time, aid donors, too, have now become much more nuanced in their views on the matter. Still, some female politicians and activist groups in the DRC continue to promote the increased involvement of women in Congolese politics on the grounds that this will make a difference in the achievement of good governance objectives. For example, in an interview with the humanitarian news agency IRIN, Gertrude Kitembo, the Congo’s former Minister of Posts and Telecommunications, claimed that an increase in the number of female politicians would help put an end to the climate of impunity with regard to SGBV in the eastern DRC. Another example is Faïda Mwangilwa, the former Minister of Gender, who believes that ‘women should be in politics as they have proved that they can play a greater role in change in the country based on their experience in households.’

This use of instrumentalist arguments is understandable. All around the world, there are examples of female leaders attempting to reassure the public and trying to anticipate gender-based criticisms by emphasizing that they are only interested in politics as ‘mothers, … guardians, [and] … carers of the nation.’ There is, however, an important disadvantage to the continued use of
such arguments to justify women’s involvement in the exercise of public authority. It creates the impression that women should only be included if they can demonstrate that they are more ethical, efficient and peaceful than their male colleagues. To avoid this, women politicians and activist groups in the Congo should adopt a rights-based approach, which emphasizes that participation in politics is a fundamental right of all women, regardless of their capacities and performance in the political arena.

A positive development, in terms of moving towards a rights-based approach, is the initiative of the international NGOs International Alert and Kvinna till Kvinnalike. In March 2015, they invited 15 leaders of Congolese civil society organizations to a workshop to reflect on the implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 1325, as well as on advocacy strategies to promote the political participation and representation of Congolese women. The workshop led to the launch of the campaign Rien sans les femmes (Nothing Without Women), which involves more than 40 civil society groups in North Kivu, South Kivu and Kinshasa. In May 2015, the campaign leaders spoke to several high-level decision-makers in Kinshasa and also submitted a petition with more than 200,000 signatures to the President of the National Assembly. The petition asked for the revision of Article 13.4 of the electoral law, so that in future electoral lists failing to respect the principle of parity between men and women would be rejected. At the same time, peaceful marches were held in Bukavu, Uvira and Goma to rally popular support for the campaign.

Unfortunately, little or no progress has been made since the petition was submitted. Although two contact persons were appointed to follow it up in parliament, the process has since come to a standstill. One of the reasons, it has been argued, is that the legal status of the petitions and the procedure to be followed remain unclear. According to some, this foot dragging might reflect lukewarm enthusiasm to deal properly with the issue of gender parity.

On 1 August 2015, the Congolese parliament adopted a new law regarding women’s rights and gender equality. It remains to be seen whether it will actually make a difference in terms of improving women’s access to the Congo’s national, provincial and local political institutions. Observers are quite sceptical, not only because the law does not include any binding measures but also because it does not mention the quota system that the women’s movement has been fighting for.

Conclusions and prospects

In recent years, a number of donor initiatives have aimed to increase women’s participation in the Congo’s public institutions and promote their political empowerment. It is uncertain, however, to what extent such initiatives can bring about structural changes—particularly in the short term. As the experience of other countries has demonstrated, introducing gender quotas and legislation to protect and extend women’s legal rights does not automatically lead to lasting and fundamental improvements in all women’s lives. Deep-seated patriarchal structures, norms and beliefs often prevent the large majority of women from genuinely exercising their legal rights.

Additionally, including women—who are often drawn from the elite—in political institutions does not necessarily imply that these particular women will defend the rights of all women, and especially those from the lower strata of society. Furthermore, in the absence of other, more substantial reforms, the mere inclusion of women does not guarantee the ways institutions work, or their transformation as a whole.

It is of vital importance that donor policies and programmes but also Congolese policymakers take into account the wide variety of women’s roles and positions in the Congo’s social and political landscape. In addition, more advocacy and campaigning could emphasize women’s inherent right to take part in decision-making bodies at different levels of the political system, regardless of their performance.
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